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Sono arrives home February 26, 2004 after two months at the hospital. The windows are closed

against the winter Osaka air. A gas heaters blows warmth that swirls with the chill. Sono is sitting,

rounded into her wheelchair; has been sitting for more than an hour as she rolled and rode from the

hospital to her new abode. Her first opportunity to be seated for an extended period of time since

her emergency arrival just before the new year.

At 1pm under overcast skies, Sono’s two daughters and I had moved with her from an

11th floor hospital bed to the reclining wheelchair we had selected for the trip. I had brought

her to sitting once, briefly, the day before to be sure her system could be supported clearly in this

orientation to gravity. I had told her our plans nearly a week ago and worked with her on related

themes. It seemed she had understood and found her own ways to prepare.

Bundled up with blanket and scarf, Sono sits as the taxi driver wheels her into the elevator

and I run behind rolling the stand for her IV bag. Alarm as the fluid-filled tube dangles near the

wheels: her lifeline! On the way out, uniformed nurses turn to look at us. What do they think of the

old woman staring sidewards at them from under her scarf? Sono is sitting upright, leaving with

dignity—her plan and our plan—as we roll down and out through the building’s atrium. Samui she

reminds us—she is cold—as we pass into the outdoor chill to a van with a hydraulic lift. Sono waits

while the driver lowers the lift, lashes her chair into place, and raises her into the van.

The driver takes the IV bag from the stand and hangs it on a flimsy hook on the dome light.

Daijobu, he reassures me with a smile. "We do it all the time."

" I’m cold," Sono says deliberately. Facing to the right, she looks out of the window into the

gray afternoon of neon concrete urban landscape. What do her eyes see, I wonder.

I have the privilege to sit next to her during the trip home. With the support of her family

I had been spending time with Sono since soon after her world changed, observing and working
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with her, relating, setting learning objectives, and as the need arose, advocating with the family on

her behalf.

Arriving at her youngest’s apartment, we reverse the loading procedure. Sono catches my eye,

"I’m cold," she says. (A young person like yourself can’t possibly imagine how cold feels to an old

baba she tells me later.)

And now we are inside what will be her home… for how many weeks, months, years?

We wheel her down the hall into the living room. In the tatami floored room off to the left, a

Feldenkrais table, covered with several layers of padding, has been recruited into service until a

bed can be chosen.

"Would you like to lie down?" I solicit, speaking toward her right ear. Sono is looking off to the

side. She gives a small shake of her head to indicate she wants to sit a little longer.

After some talk and a few minutes later I ask her again, would you like to sleep? Neru she says.

Yes I will lie down. Yes I will sleep.

That night with her two daughters and I, Sono points to each of us in succession, with upraised

finger and declaring "You are number one!" then offering a ritual handshake with theatrical

flourish. Sono continues to find dramatic and idiosyncratic ways to express herself, and especially

to acknowledge others’ kindness or service.

***

"My chest hurts" says Sono the next day. Her powerful voice rumbles low; carries effortlessly

through her daughter’s apartment. Since the stroke her speech has a childlike quality, a kind of

beguiling innocence. Lying on her back, the fingertips of her right hand delicately circle the ribs

on her left side; touching, stroking; rhythmically repeating while her eyes look up and to the right.

Her neck is short in back. What do those eyes see?

As long as she is looking upward, she has no horizon, does not see her own body parts, has

no ready way to orient the shapes she sees to the forces of gravity through her skeleton. To see a

horizon she needs to be able to look down, needs to see her own body.

I’ve moved flowers and photos and the calligraphy decorated screens so that interesting things

to look at will be below rather than above her head. I want her to be able to lengthen her neck behind

especially in the joints at the first and second cervical vertebrae—the atlas and axis. These joints
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have large flat surfaces where the ability to rotate the head integrates with the lateral movements

of the eyeballs to establish the level of the horizon.

I arrange her bed and everything in the room to encourage her to look down, to lengthen her

neck and relieve its extensors. I ask guests to sit near her chest or tummy so she doesn’t need to

look up to see them. Sometimes the slightest trigger—a person moving near her head—directs her

attention upward. Eyes and neck extensors hold in this position, often with her mouth stuck open

as well. Her mouth opens very wide. I muse on how great athletes’ mouths open wide, Muhammed

Ali’s mouth, huge, full of strength and personality.

Sono is still connected to the IV, which implies there is doubt whether she can swallow the

fluids safely or in sufficient quantity to survive.

When she sits—which she needs help in order to do—her back is round in extreme; her neck

must shorten dramatically to bring her eyes to the horizon. I ask her to touch her thighs, knees,

lower legs in order to bring her weight forward toward her sitting bones. I ask her to look at her

hand as she does so. (She had found her hand a month before in a moment of wonder that I will

describe in due course.)

When Sono’s balance and orientation are uncertain (as might follow an awkward transition to

sitting) her right shoulder and arm stiffen while powerful muscles of the right thigh straighten the

knee and tug at the heel. Her lumbar extensors join in the pattern, tightening and locking to her ribs

and diaphragm, making it hard for her to lean, roll, even to breathe.

By straightening her right leg, an extensor spasm will also push her torso backwards towards

falling, which frightens her, augmenting the spasm and straining the back of a helper sitting beside

her who suddenly finds it necessary to support her from the rear.

I want to help her feel how to coordinate her flexors and erectors, which she will need to

roll from side to side and to balance and to move while seated—two things she cannot do after a

two-month hospital stay with limited movement opportunities.

I want to help her find a skeletal organization in which her head and eyes float along the

horizon, in which the eyes can pick out a goal and then she can use gravity to roll over her pelvis,

leaning her torso in support of a function such as a mealtime reach, or catching or throwing a ball.

In time she learned to do these things.

***
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Born in 1912 on a small island near Osaka, Sono grew up in Kyushu, Japan’s gateway to

Western culture, in a milieu of high-achievers and forward thinkers. She was at the top of her

class both academically and athletically, along with her older sister Kikuya, a fluent speaker

and writer of English who died of tuberculosis in her twenties—a time before antibiotics were

widely available.

A family picture of Sono at age 12 with her sister shows a self-possessed confidence as she

looks straight into the camera, a coy pout expressing displeasure at being photographed. Sono has

always disliked cameras. ("I’m not a zoo animal; I’m trying to live a normal life!" she admonished

me one morning some months later as I photoflashed her taking breakfast. I wanted to document

how she was sitting up carrying weight on spine and pelvis, leaning, reaching and other skills she

would recreate for herself through a long-term developmental learning process with parallels to

the development trajectories of infants and children.)

Sono had been upset at the discrimination she saw women suffering in the Japanese society of

the time, nearly choosing a career in law that would have placed her among the nation’s first female

lawyers. Instead, she accepted the advances of an energetic young physician and settled for a career

as a pharmacist and mother. She spent her life listening to and helping those around her.

Sono had always taken excellent care of herself, even for the several years that her physician

husband was ill and she carried the burden of providing for his care as well as for the couple’s

five children. She adapted creatively, collecting vegetables from other ladies in the neighborhood,

pickling and returning them; relating to her neighbors and providing an important part of her

family’s diet without spending a cent.

I first met Sono in her mid eighties, when I gave her a couple of lessons. The first impression

is one of her strong face with short dark hair, even teeth and a firm jaw, dark eyes looking deeply

into you, still and observant.

Over the years Sono had begun rounding her back. As a consequence, she needed to shorten

her neck to keep a level line of sight. She had continued to work as a pharmacist, dispensing

medicines at the family clinic.

One of her main health concerns was a high blood pressure that resisted the effects of

medication, sometimes soaring to over 200 systolic. Behind her disciplined demeanor, she was

irritated by people around her, by the late phone calls and problems connected with the clinic. She
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lay awake at night with concerns about her children long after all five had found successful careers,

three in her deceased husband’s profession of ophthalmology.

Five years ago—at age 87—Sono had major surgery to remove a cancerous growth in her

colon, a vulnerability that is a family trait. She slowly recovered and regained her appetite, making

sure to exercise daily. She walked some hundreds or thousands of steps back and forth in her small

rooms above the clinic, paced in place on a bamboo foot massager, did finger dexterity exercises and

continued to practice a particular kind of abdominal breathing she learned as a student. She could

still descend the steep stairway to the ground floor and walk back up, although now she spent

much of the day resting on a firm narrow bed.

Her spine rounded even more after she had a compression fracture in one of her thoracic

vertabrae, a year before her stroke. Troubled with sleeplessness, she had taken an extra half

sleeping pill one night and blacked out in the toilet, striking her back against the tiled wall.

The fall left her weakened. She spent much of the day resting, although she continued her

disciplined walking (for shorter distances) and continued to eat heartily. She feared a slow decline,

telling her family that she would rather take poison (or have it administered by one of her children)

than live on as a vegetable. She would prefer dying, she declared, to being kept alive on a ventilator

with tubes and drips and catheters, and impressed this on her family frequently. With so much

experience of life, Sono could foresee such a medical emergency.

***

On Dec. 26, 2003, Sono Nishi suffered a light stroke that her maid recognized when she began

drooling out of the left side of her mouth at dinner. A neighborhood doctor was summoned and

immediately called for an ambulance. On the 27th she seemed better and the family members left

the hospital. That night she suffered a second stroke, a blockage to the central cerebral artery of the

right hemisphere. She was moved to the ICU.

I saw her first on the 29th. She was out of the ICU and able to talk, but feverish, wheezing and

hacking up phlegm. There was an IV and a feeding tube. Her left arm and leg were completely

inactive. The family members took turns at her bedside. She could talk, and recognized the faces of

those most familiar. Being the end of the year, the entire family could visit without missing work.

(In fact, there was remarkable timing to events; I found myself noting the phase of the moon and

its waxing or waning as we went through the phases of Sono’s hospital stay and recovery.)
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I worked with her feet for a few minutes. In response to my asking, she told me she could

feel one side but did not respond when I asked her about the other. I brought her hands together.

I wanted her to feel the left hand with the right and the right with the left in an opportunity to

reestablish the presence of both hands in her mental image. Soon after she had asked one of her

children why she couldn’t move her right side.

The next day, Dec. 30, Sono was much worse, struggling to breathe, her speech barely

discernable, even to those knowing her best. She told us that she had found herself at death’s door,

had met a sorceress who had told her it was not her time. Meanwhile her right arm kept up a manic

wandering, rubbing her chest and wiping her mouth and brow. She would ask for a tissue and wipe

again and again when there was nothing to wipe, handing back the tissue or throwing it down and

immediately asking for another. She also reached far off to her left, toward nothing in particular,

holding the arm rigidly in midair. What was it trying to say?

I placed a fabric doll—gift from a granddaughter—in the crook of her elbow to see if the arm

would settle down on being given something to hold.

The trauma from the stroke had caused a swelling in her brain that compressed not only the

damaged right hemisphere of her brain but was expanding into the left side as well. Over the next

few days she lost the functioning of her right side, which also went limp.

Wrinkles had disappeared from the left side of her face and now they disappeared from her

right side as muscles lost their tone. Her pupils failed to respond to light, her right foot showed

a Babinski reflex (spreading the toes and lifting them) at the lightest touch, indicating a loss

of high-level control on the right side as well. The left foot didn’t respond at all. Sono wheezed

and coughed, needed frequent suctioning of her throat to prevent her choking on accumulated

fluids. Inserting the suction tip into the back of her throat caused her to gag; in unsure voices

nurse, daughter and myself uncertainly reassured and pleaded with her to be patient. She bravely

managed to hold her mouth open and tongue out while the vacuum tip slurped and tickled her

throat’s vomit zone. As her brain edema progressed, Sono ceased responding to even this invasive

stimulus. She completely lost control of her tongue, which fell back in her throat, bottom up. The

doctor inserted a short tube into her airway to prevent her from choking. It was anchored to her

mouth by tape, converting her face into a unpleasant mask. An electrical pump was used to deliver

powerful blood pressure medications. We feared for her life.

It is worth noting that her heart trace remained steady on the EEG monitor no matter how hard
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she struggled to breathe, despite an unstable blood pressure, and moderate fevers.

For the five days after she lost consciousness (Dec. 31 to Jan. 5) I didn’t feel she was present

at all. I worked with her feet for a few minutes each day, made sure her limbs were in reasonable

positions (knees not locked, arms resting on or near her trunk) as nurses dutifully shifted her from

side to back to side every two hours.Strangely, I felt no desire to speak to her. There was a pervading

silence sustained by the sound of her coughing, and the quiet voices of those occupying the room

as Mozart’s orchestral music filled the room with mathematical harmonies of conflict resolving

to peace.

I wondered if her life were ending. It was not my job as a practioner to judge, not helpful, and

fortunately I was proved wrong.

A New Beginning

On Jan. 6 Sono suddenly seemed more alive. There was still no pupil response and only a

primitive involuntary reaction in her right foot, but there was some change in aura about her. Her

face color was a little better and she was breathing easier.

It seemed like an appropriate time to take action to support her relearning process. With the

understanding and consent of the family I began to work with Sono more extensively—an hour or

so per day—fitting short sessions in between the nurses’ procedures and visits by family members.

The hospital had no objections to an outside care resource requested by the family—we already

had another, a midwife-nurse, aged nearly eighty herself—who stayed with Sono around the clock

allowing Sono’s family members to go home to sleep, confident she was being looked after.

The specifics of our sessions were structured based on Sono’s position, wakefulness, breathing

pattern, actions and responses, paced and conceived to be congruent with a child’s developmental

sequence. The structures was improvised to integrate elements present rather than to satisfy a

preordained plan. In the weeks I developed a vocabulary of movements with her that I included

in many of our lessons.

Some movements I chose because of having seen her do something similar on her own.

Although I had general objectives, the specifics were always guided and informed by what I

observed in Sono’s actions on that day.

• speaking with her about her condition or any other news or situation that I felt related to her
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• thumping her parts of her chest with the weight of a flexible hand to offer some proprioceptive

sense of self

• making a long Ahhhhhh sound in her right (better hearing) ear while thumping her chest with

a soft hand, or while softly clapping her hand between my two, or while delicately tapping her

cheek or her limbs with a soft palm.

• moving her right hand to her mouth, simulating the wiping motions I had seen her do earlier,

or putting a tissue in her hand and using it to wipe her mouth, nose and eyes

• placing her hands together and moving hand to hand and finger to finger, from right to

stationary left and left moving to stationary right

• working individual fingers with her hands interlaced

• moving one and both arms together with hands interlaced

• working her toes

• pushing through the skeleton from the feet with legs long

• pulling and pushing the pelvis and torso from the knees with feet standing

• pulling through the arms to glide the shoulder blades and invite some turning twisting in

the torso

• narrating my actions: this is your right leg, this is your left leg, now I’m pushing through your

right leg, etc.

• using my fingers to close her eyes more fully and later offering the gentlest hint to open them.

At that point she was not seeing at all.

• turning the head right while stroking the skin on the right side of the eye, and to the left while

stroking the skin to the left

• moving the bent legs in the hip joints

• stroking the toes and sole of one foot against the other foot and leg
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Through this repertoire of activities, I was attempting to recruit all of Sono’s sensory

channels—auditory, visual, tactile, proprioceptive, taste, even smell—to such developmental tasks

as learning patterns of flexion and extension. The more senses, body parts and sensations involved

in a movement, and the quieter and more comfortable she felt during these movements, the better

the opportunity for her brain to establish new connections. Extreme sensations of fear, pain and

surprise will tend to overwhelm the necessarily subtle process of learning, so it was important for

me to carefully regulate the pacing and range of the movements we made together.

Sono was not recognizably conscious during my earliest work with her. Since she wasn’t

speaking there was no possibility for verbal feedback; nevertheless, she gave abundant clues to

her inner state by her breathing rhythm, facial expression and muscle tone. This level of response

demonstrated to me that her body and brain were receiving the inputs I was offering to help her

feel her own system.

Signs that Sono was sensing and responding helped me to be confident that she was making

discoveries and connections through our work together; that time taken for her to feel her

structures and forces could not but contribute to her picture of herself. With this confidence I found

it possible to be patient: there was no need for heroic measures in search of instant results. Just to

see her blink or make some other slight adjustment was sufficient to see that our work together was

meaningful to her. I could foresee that each sensory-motor component of our experience together

would help her build a more complete self-image, including functions of perception and voluntary

movement she would need to interact with the world at a higher level.

I especially wanted Sono to vocalize because our voice is central to our sense of self, to our

ability to communicate, and to be able to comfort ourselves when we are in pain. I used my own

voice (Ahhh) as a stimulation to and substitute for her own while softly tapping my palm on

various parts of her chest. The quality of her life would improve dramatically as she rediscovered

her abilities to communicate through speech.

At this point in her process, in coma with mouth open while apparently sleeping, one action

that reliably brought a response from Sono was bringing one of her hands to her mouth to touch

her lips or wipe across them: she would purse her lips, screw up her face, yawn, work her jaw

slightly. This response is related to the sucking reflex, a fundamental component of swallowing and

speaking, and one of the first reflexes to be transformed into voluntary movement.
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Because the components of our work together relate to human development and learning

independent of any specific injury mechanism, a similar approach may be applied with many other

people whose abilities have regressed. With a focus on awareness and learning, the practitioner

can be of service with necessarily needing encyclopedic knowledge of the specific medical factors

responsible for bringing on the regression. These medical aspects are best left to doctors and nurses

who have trained and specialized, and whose support may be vital to a person’s recovery.

Touching the muscles in the space inside the angle of the lower jaw, I could feel tonus in

the base of Sono’s tongue. I could imagine how tightness in the tongue and jaw complexed with

overworking neck extensors and holding in her ribs, leading to high excitation in her motor cortex

and general contraction of her musculature that would limit her ability to sense and move herself

with an upright spine. I touched her TMJ joints and delicately encouraged her to move her jaw,

reasoning that she would feel other parts of her skeleton more readily absent the dominating

excitation of a clenched jaw.

Every day she surprised us with some new improvement. The bent right leg could stand on its

own. The right hand and arm developed tonus. First one eye responded to wiping movements then

both. Later both eyes began to respond to my turning her head and stroking the skin on the leading

corner of her eyes. She began to make sounds when she yawned. Wrinkles returned to her face, first

the left then the right.

On Jan. 13, about three weeks after the stroke, she uttered some almost distinguishable

words. Her mouth had returned to a more natural slightly open position with her throat more

relaxed—especially when lying on her side. Her closed eyes blinked in response to my voice. She

began voluntarily moving her right toes, and lifted the leg slightly when the doctor asked. The left

leg stood by itself for a couple of minutes, and at slightly different angles, convincing me that she

was developing control on that side beyond simply being able to balance.

Some other things I tried were dipping her right fingers into a cup of water and stroking them

against her mouth to moisten her lips and tongue. I also tried some exploratory movements with

her tongue itself, feeling it important that she recover the sense of this primary organ of touch.

As Sono improved and became incrementally more conscious I could no longer move her body

parts so freely. The spastic tone of her right arm increased; I could no longer bring it to her face

or lips. I thought this was her personality asserting itself—that perhaps she did not want to touch

her face. In retrospect I believe that judgment was in error. Touching one’s face–especially one’s
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mouth—is characteristically human, and vital to feeling and caring for oneself.

To recover functional patterns of movement, speech, sight and clarity of mind, Sono would

need to reduce her generalized spastic motor tonus. I could feel strong muscular contraction that

inhibited lateral movements of her right hip joint and resisted movements of her right arm.

Medical Diagnosis

Sono’s primary physican (a young man with about five years’ practice) said that the stroke

had blocked a major artery on the right side of her brain. As as result, he explained her left-side

rational and language facilities were intact, while damage to right side impaired her emotions and

prevented her from recognizing her condition. Later he told us she would be unlikely to recover use

of her left side. While the hemiplegic condition was strictly true, her problems were more complex,

involving not only her left side, but her entire perception and use of herself.

Those of us who took the time to observe and relate to Sono saw the older woman experience

something like a second childhood, expressing herself freely with a heartfelt and endearing

spontaneity. As though there a benefit to her changes as well.

The Mysterious Hand

Even before her eyes could see Sono’s right hand was continuously busy: holding her visitors’

hands in a surprising, viselike grip, straightening her pajamas, rearranging her blanket and then

diving back under the covers. Her hand spoke in a uniquely expressive vocabulary of action and

gesture. Some movements were puzzling. What did it mean when she reached off into the distance

to the left?

For quite a while I was deceived by the right hand. It seemed so vigorous and enthusiastic. Her

hand was surprising strong. She could wipe her face with a cloth, although moving her face more

than the hand. We didn’t fully grasp how much about her right arm needed to learn. After all, the

stroke had affected her left side, so the right arm was okay, wasn’t it? Her doctors referred to her

problem as a paralysis affecting her left side. In actuality Sono was refamiliarizing herself with the

possibilities of her entire self in a process similar to that of an infant’s learning. It took some time

for me to recognize that by not touching her hand to her face that Sono was missing an important

component of the development sequence.

How does a baby recognize that her hands are a part of her self? The proces involves multiple

associations: she sees the hand moving with her eyes, connects that to the sensation of movement
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in the joints of her shoulder, elbow and wrist, sensations in the the skin, changes in large muscles in

the arm and the small muscles of the hand. A central factor in associating these various sensations

is the feedback from contact of the fingers and palm against the lips.

It is interesting to consider that the process of an infant’s learning in many ways resembled the

process of a person recovering the use of her limbs after a stroke: new associations are made in the

brain reflecting the reality of physical connections and relationships. In both cases it is necessary to

intervene if the individual does not spontaneously undertake activities sufficient to establish these

connections within their brain and nervous system.

Learning to Swallow

Since having her mouth stuck open at its very widest was clearly not consistent with a relaxed

functional tonus, I began investigating ways to help Sono learn to close it. Early on I found that

I could encourage her to close her mouth by stroking my fingers over her lips, or by stroking her

own fingers over her lips. Whereas bringing her right hand to her mouth would often trigger the

mouth-opening pattern, Sono would generally close her mouth on feeling her left hand’s fingers

brush her lips.

Since Sono often couldn’t close her mouth once it was stuck open, I would routinely brush

a hand—hers or mine—over her lips whenever I saw her in that state. I would also speak to her. I

would ask about the position of jaw, whether it was open or closed, whether the lower teeth were

near to the upper teeth or whether they were separated. I can remember watching her listen to me

with her mouth wide open, looking mystified, then relaxing as she allowed her mouth to close,

taking the movable jaw into her body image.

I began to instruct her verbally, "Please put out your tongue and lick your lips." On hearing

this, Sono would put out her tongue with sides curled upward, then would work her tongue, lips

and jaw. Over several months I’m sure I asked her to do this hundreds, perhaps thousands of times.

Working with stroke recovery I learned one needs to be very patient, to appreciate that she can

and does want to learn, and will learn if provided sufficient opportunity. Eventually she learned

to interrupt this spastic pattern herself, keeping her jaw relaxed even while holding it open for

dental work.

Sono was making sounds soon after she came out of her coma, but could not speak intelligibly.

We were not yet confident that could swallow liquids: the doctor actually forbid us from trying
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to give things to sip. Clearly she needed to learn to identify and control her tongue, lips, jaw and

esophagus. From literature I learned that there are so many nerves and muscles serving these parts

that sufficient functionality is available to recover the ability to swallow even in cases of severe

damage to the brain. So it was a matter of creating conditions where she could learn.

The doctor specifically directed that Sono not be given liquids due to the risk of choking,

or of fluids entering airways leading to an infection and pneumonia. To my thinking, it seemed

reasonable to conclude since her hindbrain was fully intact, its primitive reflexes would not allow

liquid to remain in her airways. With her family’s permission, I began to give Sono a few drops of

home-made lemonade from a tiny spoon.

We had some successes. She swallowed and said something that sounded like "delicious". But

sometimes she coughed. If it seemed serious, I would roll her onto her side to facilitate clearing

her airways. (Later we found that she could drink tomato juice reliably, because of its thick texture;

she almost always had a fit of coughing after trying to drink other, runnier liquids.) As I grew

more confident in her abilities I came to see coughing not as a failure or risk to her life, but as an

opportunity for her to vigorously exercise her diaphragm, to feel and use her spine, ribs, pelvis and

limbs. I now believe that the exercise of coughing through her week of coma and later as part of her

daily eating and drinking was one of the key functional activities enabling her to recover her health,

extending even to her ability to sit erect. Coughing spontaneously mobilizes the diaphragm, which

has connections from high in the chest down to the thighs and involves the entire spine and torso.

Coughing erects a rounded back: we see Sono sit taller as she coughs. Coughing also clears mucous

from the airways while stimulating activity of the internal organs, often triggering the final stages

of a bowel movement.

We noticed that warm liquids like tea or soup brought a higher chance of coughing. It

seemed she was less likely to feel the presence of a warm liquid in her mouth than she would a

colder one.

Although Sono would swallow a little, we failed in getting her to drink much: after a few

swallows she would invariable end up coughing.

Facing the risk of choking I had these questions: How much liquid material entering the

windpipe is a risk to a person’s life and health? And is there a health risk associated with clearing

one’s windpipe by coughing?
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Just at the time I was considering these issues I had an opportunity to explore the reflexes

involved in clearing one’s airways in experiential fashion. Having dropped into a beginning

snorkeling class, I spent nearly an hour coughing and recovering as I familiarized myself with

breathing through the snorkel tube.

I found that when holding the mouthpiece in my teeth, my self-image changed so that any

water entering my mouth triggered a throat-closing gag reflex—as though my mouth had become

part of the airway.

I would gag again and again as some small amount of water would enter my mouth as I

inhaled, the gagging forcing me to remove the snorkel tube and cough my way to safety.

Despite the repeated discomfort of choking, I decided to trust myself in the process and

continue experimenting. An hour of repeated failures with various levels of gagging, choking and

coughing—experiencing the reflex functions of own my hind brain—convinced me that Sono’s

hind brain could be equally relied on to protect her ability to breathe, that she would certainly gag

or cough in response to the tickling feeling of drops of liquid in her airways.

Second Month

I was away for three weeks, heard reports on her health: that she opened her eyes, that she

applied lip balm by herself, that she had spoken her daughter’s name. Also that she had run a high

fever. That her doctor was considering an operation to introduce food directly into her stomach

via an incision in her abdomen. That she contracted MRSA in the hospital, affecting her throat and

leading to an infection of her right lung.

I had taken the opportunity to solicit advice from several competent practioners in

health-related fields. This advice helped me maintain perspective and establish key priorities.

One advisor was a Feldenkrais trainer experienced in working with people affected by strokes

and other serious neurological disorders. Her advice:

• A feeding tube down the throat is a foreign object that will interfere with her learning to

swallow and vocalize.

• To help her recover speech you should take time to pull on her lips, to turn them inside out.

Also to make sounds "ma" and "ba" close to her face so she can hear, see and emulate.

• To be able to turn her head to the left (at the time completely unavailable to her) she needs to
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learn to turn her pelvis to the left. To help her learn to do this, have her stand the right leg and

with the left leg long, then ask her to lift the right side of the pelvis and insert the palm under

the right buttock. This will take time, she said, many repetitions over weeks and months, and

will need patience on the part of the teacher.

Another advisor was a highly regarded practitioner of Japanese Seitai and experience working

with many health issues over decades, including conditions generally considered to require

emergency medical care. (Seitai is a school of traditional Japanese medicine, founded by Haruchika

Noguchi.) His advice:

• The IV tube and its drip-supplied nutrition hinders her movement and presents an obstacle

to the recovering of her normal functions. The best therapy for her will be the life-sustaining

activities of eating and drinking.

• To help her recover voluntary movements of her skeleton, start working with the side that

is easier.

• To maintain her weightbearing abilities and prevent atrophy, she needs weight on her legs as

soon as possible. Make her stand if possible or push through her legs as though in standing.

Look at your hand!

Seeing Sono regularly had made it easy for me to recognize when she achieves something new,

and seeing her progress has strengthened my confidence that more improvement is possible. One

of her most dramatic milestones was the moment she re-established the connection between eyes

and hand.

Her vision wasn’t fully functional in the early stages of her recovery but she did respond to

voice and touch, and was speaking enough to tell me when she was in pain.

I had been doing work with her to associate head and eye movements so that, for example,

when I observed her eyes oriented to the left, I took the opportunity to turn her head, shoulder

girdle and ribs in that direction, perhaps stroking the skin at the left corners of her eyes.

I was also working with her right hand and arm. "Please touch her sternum." "Please touch
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your right thigh." Then I asked her to look at her hand. She looked at the hand and the novelty

captured her attention—clearly the idea had not occurred to her before. She stared at her hand

for several minutes in wonder, turning her hand to look at the palm and the back of the hand in

succession. Clearly a light had gone on for her. For those of us watching it was obvious she had

made an advance that would remain with her permanently.

The Impact of Hospital Procedures

The hospital had followed conventional procedures, which included a urine catheter, an IV

drip into a vein on the left side of her chest, and a narrow feeding tube down her nose into her

stomach. Although a bearable discomfort to a younger person, these intrusions presented a huge

obstacle to a 92-year-old facing the delicate and complex task of re-establishing and re-weighting

sensory motor connections in her brain. For this was the task she faced as she emerged from her

coma with left side limp and insensate, right side unnaturally tight: She had to relearn to control

every part of her body, to move her limbs, transfer weight, swallow, speak, even how to use her

eyes. She was to revisit many of the major milestones of a child’s development.

As she came back to conscious awareness of herself, she was like a child learning everything

again, but hampered by the various tubes that inhibited free movement and distorted her

self-image.

One of the aftereffects of the stroke and its trauma was that Sono tended toward a spastic

reaction holding her mouth extremely wide open, shortening and tightening her neck in back

and pulling her tongue to the back of her mouth. She produced a lot of mucous and spent a lot

of time coughing. It was unpleasant to observe her struggling to clear her airways. Periodically,

and whenever she appeared to have difficulty breathing, the nurses would use a vacuum hose

to clear her airway of mucous. The procedure caused her to gag horribly, and I believe may have

contributed to the mouth-open tendency. We knew no alternative at the time, could only hold her

hand and ask her to be patient. I found it difficult to watch and usually left the room.

The feeding tube was another procedure that had a huge impact on her recovery. In the flurry

of activities associated with her treatment, I didn’t immediately recognize the consequences, but

over time it became obvious that having a feeding tube down her nose and esophagous had utterly

transformed the shape of her experience. Physically, the presence of the greatly reduced her ability

to clear her airways, provided a surface for mucous to collect and bacteria to grow and impeded

swallowing movements. Effectively it forced her into a situation of powerlessness in which a
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foreign presence made it difficult for her to use her movements to modulate and master her own

sensation. Her own self image had to mold itself to the unyielding presence of this alien object.

The feeding tube not only disturbed her swallowing and felt uncomfortable, but was unsightly

as well. Someone visiting would see her face distorted by a loop of tubing coming out of her nose

and taped to her cheek. She expressed her own dislike by frequently fingering and tugging at it.

Right from early on she was expressing her wishes as best as she could. Ironically the tube was

not strictly necessary. Its only ostensible function was to allow the nurses to introduce liquid to her

stomach—50cc in the morning and 50cc at night—to prevent her stomach from losing its capacity

to hold food.

Could we use it to introduce a liquid food such as yogurt, we asked the doctor. He told us

he was concerned with the risk of her vomiting and choking. Like the ice pillow and many of the

hospital procedures the decision was made on the basis of avoiding risks in general, rather than

of promoting functional recovery in her specific case. While the doctor spoke of her swallowing

impediment, he never proposed any treatment to enable her to recover this function. Perhaps it is

presumed that by keeping her vital functions stable, additional functions will recover naturally.

Although we joked darkly about the doctor who refused water to a dying patient—he had

forbidden us to put liquids in her mouth—with the threat of lawsuits in the background, it is

understandable that medical institutions should be biased toward risk avoidance, even at the cost

of delaying recovery.

Other procedures had a cost as well. Because she tended to run a fever, the nurses would

put an ice pillow behind her head to bring the temperature down. Often it would be left there for

more than an hour. I believe this aggravated the chronic tightness in her neck, the cold triggering a

protective stiffness. Cold also slows metabolism and decreases circulation, both of which her brain

surely needed to support its recovery.

Blood pressure measurements were taken many times each day. The pressure of a cuff

on her right arm is painful for an elderly woman, tending to evoke protective contraction and

trigger spastic response in a person already tending toward excessive contraction, especially if

conducted abruptly. Sono would respond to the nurses’ physical encouragement to extend her arm

by pulling back with surprising strength. In fact the measurement could be made with her arm

substantially bent.
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Student nurses had a hard time drawing blood because of Sono’s age. I found myself furious

when multiple attempts to draw blood were required, the effect being that Sono was being poked

repeatedly in her right arm, the one part of her body that was the strongest expression of herself.

Is this the welcoming message we want to give to a person struggling for her life? On another

level, by following sterile procedures the risk is small, and the lab tests can provide data to support

treatment decisions.

Initially Sono had the feeding tube for about three weeks. In the middle of January, the doctor

removed the tube after she developed pneumonia. I was away for the next two weeks, during

which time she continued to improve.

At the beginning of the next month the doctor put in a feeding tube again. I was in the room

at the time—had just arrived minutes ago, unaware of the situation. The doctor told me what

he intended, asked me to step out for a few minutes. He told me he had the permission and the

understanding of the eldest son. At that moment I didn’t know what to say, didn’t think to say

"No" or "Could you wait till tomorrow, till I discuss this with the family members?" I came back in

to find her resting silently with the tube re-inserted and her mouth slightly bloody. Had she fought

with him? Useless speculation. I felt deeply guilty for abandoning her. Even if the procedure were

medically justified, I believe it still could have waited. If I am ever in such a situation again, I hope

I will have courage and presence of mind to intervene.

The methods that doctors use to judge their charges cognitive and physical skills may bias

them toward concluding that a particular patient is not very conscious or aware. In Sono’s case,

the doctors made their determinations based on brief tests of dexterity or movement in response to

verbal directions. These tests were few, and she was offered little time to respond. In some instances

she was awakened from sleep and too drowsy to figure out what the doctor had requested; in others

she responded after the doctor had already gone.

Having seen many of Sono’s best moments, I judged that she was aware of herself and her

situation, was certain she could continue to improve. I found myself questioning procedures that

tended to constrain her sense of self and her avenues of expression.

If You Don’t Like It, Please Give Me a Sign!

Any caregiver will be tempted to use her greater authority to do what she feels is best for the

person in her charge.
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When the person does not cooperate with the caregiver, is it the person’s choice, or simply

their fearful resistance to something that will contribute to better health? Should one go ahead

regardless, try again in an hour, or abandon the idea entirely? There are no clear answers.

After the episode in which a feeding tube was re-inserted—possibly against Sono’s will—and

following reflection on another episode where I did some movements that I thought would be

helpful but that led to significant discomfort for her, I thought it might be helpful if Sono had an

unambiguous sign she could make to tell a caregiver to stop something that she found painful or

otherwise unacceptable.

Speech was still difficult, but Sono could move her hand freely. I asked her to hold up one

finger and she did, similarly two, three four and five fingers. Two fingers are used to represent

scissors in the game of paper/scissors/rock which is universally popular among Japanese children.

So I thought that showing two fingers would be an unmistakeable sign to cut off—that is to stop—

something she disapproved of. I suggested this to her and she seemed to understand and agree.

I heard nothing more about it until a month later—the second day after arriving home—she used

this sign to express disapproval at being examined by a visiting doctor. He asked if it was a sign for

something, and on learning it meant "Please stop!" he discontinued his examination. She had kept

it in reserve for a month, and as far as I know, used it only that one time. Perhaps that was enough

to establish her sense of being in charge of her situation.Later she would rely on her voice, typically

saying "That hurts" or "I’m cold" or "I’m afraid" or "Stop that" or when I’d well overstepped her

comfort limits, "Spare me!"

Talking about Pain

During her days in the hospital when speech was still an effort for her, talking about

anything—even pain—was a special honor that she rationed and apportioned to the situation.

She would tell me "Itai!" (that hurts) when I moved her awkwardly, but was generally mute

when moved by the nurses in their swift and businesslike way.

Today, more than a year later, she will tell anyone "Itai" when something hurts, reserving juicier

expletives, "Itai! Baka!" (it hurts, you dimwit!) for those she considers family and towards whom

she feels warmly. She is always in control of her language.

Much of my work with Sono was directed to helping her clarify her mental image of her body

parts. Talking about what hurts and where was a part of this. Sono had—and continues to have—a
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variety of aches and pains. Often these are associated with being moved by someone, perhaps she

has been moved onto her left side and her left arm is pinned. Or perhaps a pillow is too high or

missing in a place where support is needed.

Distinguishing Left and Right

One of the early signs that Sono was rediscovering her body was the action of her tongue

and eyes.

If her eyes happened to be looking to the left, I took it as an opportunity to improve her

sensations of the left side by working with the arm, leg, shoulder or ribs on that side.

Sometimes the tip of her tongue perched precisely against the right corner of her mouth and I

could guess that her attention was directed preferentially to the right side of her body.

In this situation I would typically bring the fingers of her right hand to touch the right corner

of her mouth, connecting fingers, tongue and lips for the possibility of a more unified image of

her right side. Other times—more rarely—the tip on the tongue perched against the left corner of

her mouth, signalling to me that her brain might be more available to learning about the parts of

her body on the left side. That would be an opportunity to bring the left hand toward contact with

her mouth.

Re-discovering left and right was something exciting to her, first revealed to us through some

fanciful yet meaningful associations that she shared with us.

"Peeing is on the left and poohing on the right!" she said with conviction, just as she was

becoming aware of her functions of elimination. "Peeing is female and poohing is male!" Then,

"Someone come, I’ve peed: Left! Female!" Her voice was fresh with the excitement and urgency

of discovery.

I am certain that the ability to distinguish left and right related to her making many other levels

of distinctions and differentiations.

Discoveries with a Backscratcher

Sono had a backscratcher ("grandchild’s hand" in Japanese) with a round cushioned handle on

one end and a small carved hand on the other. Before her stroke, Sono had often held it with both

hands while stretching.

We started experimenting with it while she was still in the hospital. I put it in her hand, asking
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her to look at the tip and see how it moved. She soon recognized that small movements of her elbow

or wrist would make a large movement in the scratcher end. The "grandchild’s hand" extended her

reach, allowing her to touch the flowers, vases and people near her, while training her hand-eye

coordination and depth perception. Tapping the tip against a flower vase gave her tactile and

auditory feedback that she had reached the object. Soon she was tapping everything in reach.

By magnifying the movements of her wrist, the backscratcher also helped clarify the

possibilities of moving the shoulder, elbow and wrist in combination. I would ask her to touch

something—say a vase. I would then rotate the ball in her hand, changing the angle between the

shaft and her wrist. She would then have to readjust her arm—rotating the forearm and bending

the wrist—to return the tip to the object. Repeating this a number of times enabled her to learn to

associate movements of her wrist and arm with moving the tip toward a goal.

We put these new discoveries in service of clarifying her body image. With the scratcher in

her hand, I asked her to tap the left side of her chest, her left arm, the left side of her pelvis and her

left leg.

She found such explorations interesting, and readily complied. And although at this point she

would not easily bring her hand to her mouth, face or scalp, she would touch her mouth with the

backscratcher, even sucking on the varnished fingers of the wooden hand.

After doing these exercises, her pain complaints became more specific. She could tell us when

her left arm or leg was hurting, and which part of the leg or arm.

So now at present if she complains about the right leg and I start with the left, she might correct

me: "No, that’s the left leg, what hurts is the right one."

A Second Brush with Death

Two weeks after the second traumatic insertion of a feeding tube, Sono developed pneumonia

again. She was scheduled to have a procedure to install a port directly in her stomach to enable

feeding directly until such time as she learned to chew and swallow, but this second infection

precluded it. She was also diagnosed as having contracted MRSA, an antibiotic-resistant staph

infection. She was prescribed multiple antibiotics. Soon after she was diagnosed with DIC, a

coagulation of blood within the veins that depletes the supply of platelets available for clotting

in response to a cut or other damage. DIC typically precedes multiple systems failure, internal

bleeding and death. In a briefing with her eldest son, the doctor suggested we should prepare for
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the worst.

Sono was prescribed a powerful anticlotting agent to which she reacted badly. The next day

she broke out in red spots and became very weak. The previous day we had done an exercise where

she pushed a spoon with her tongue. The following day she was too weak to respond.

She had deduced or guessed that the medication was harmful, expressing her concerns

by—for the first time since her stroke—pulling strongly at the IV tube. Ironically none of us clued

into this unambiguous signal of her wishes for herself. Based on her poor response, the doctor

discontinued the medication. The diagnosis itself was in question: her platelet count was not so

fully depleted as is typical for a DIC diagnosis.

At any rate, having completed a full course of antibiotics and with Sono still coughing and

feverish, the family asked the doctor to remove the feeding tube.

After some discussion we decided to bring Sono to her younger daughter’s

wheelchair-accessible apartment as soon as she was healthy enough. Determining that was an

issue, too. We eventually decided a reasonable criteria would be that she be without fever for two

days and able to sit in a wheelchair.

Help from Techniques of Traditional Medicine

The next time her fever rose, we employed a technique from oriental medicine in which a

hot towel is placed at the back of the skull where the neck joins. The modern justification for this

traditional practice is that by warming the temperature sensing nerves in the hindbrain—helping

the body do what it is already intending: to raise its temperature—the body responds by

spontaneously slowing its metabolism to bring the temperature down. Heat also stimulates

circulation, enabling nourishment in the blood to support healing.

The higher metabolism of a fever also places the body at an advantage over microbial invaders

by speeding the biochemical processes that support immune functioning while placing the bacteria

outside their own optimal temperature range.

Specifically, a wet towel about the size of a washcloth is heated for a minute or so in a

microwave oven or by using hot water from a kettle. It is wrung out and applied directly to the back

of the head just under the protruding bone. The temperature should be high enough to significantly

warm the tissue it contacts, yet not so hot as to cause pain or discomfort. The amount of heat

transferred is dependent on the temperature and the amount of water in the towel, and area and
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time of contact. The towel is applied directly; should not be wrapped in plastic. After a couple of

minutes when the towel has cooled off the process may be repeated again. The body tissue cools

slightly in between applications of the towel; this temperature cycling is believed to be helpful.

Whatever the rationale, the technique proved successful for us, bringing down Sono’s

temperature within an hour. Since adopting the hot-towel method we have never found it

necessary to use an ice pack. The towel can also be applied to the chest or abdomen.

A second benefit of the towel is that the increased circulation loosens mucous. Use of the

hot towel has enabled Sono to bring up her phlegm and clear her windpipe without resorting to

the vacuum.

A related technique is a footbath, based on much the same principle. Placing one foot in a

shallow basin filled with a few centimeters of hot water, introducing the foot slowly and keeping

the foot submerged for a few minutes was also sufficient stimulation to enable Sono to bring up

her mucous.

I used foot baths and hot towels as suited the situation. I found it helpful to work with the

bones of the foot and ankle with Sono on her back having knees bent and one foot standing in

the basin. I found using the bath to be a powerful way to enhance the presence of the left leg

in her self-image, and a useful supplement to other proprioceptive techniques like tapping and

pushing through.

Pulling a towel slowly between her toes elicited a contraction of her left foot. Even if a reflex, I

judged this beneficial in that any muscle contraction in the leg would activate stretch receptors that

would help her to reestablish an image of the presence and properties of the leg in her brain.

One time I bathed only the left foot, and it brought a powerful reaction. She began strongly

pinching the loose skin on the back of her left hand and her left cheek. I took it to mean she

felt strange on the left side or wanted to feel the left side more clearly, so I took it as a hint and

experimented with pinching the skin on her left fingers and toes as a way to stimulate tonus. As

she started to feel the left leg more clearly and complained of the pain of pinching, I pursued other,

gentler methods of increasing her awareness.

The hot towel and foot bath were literally life-saving techniques, especially after she was

diagnosed with DIC and was weakened by the powerful anticoagulant that was prescribed. These

methods enabled us to discontinue gag-inducing suction and the ice pillow. While such techniques
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may be helpful in the short term with little negative effect, the cumulative long-term effect is one

of serious impediment when we consider a 92-year-old woman attempting to recover her sense of

self and movement skills after a serious stroke.

It amazes me that the direct application of heated water through cloth could be so helpful, and

that our medical orthodoxy’s unconscious bias toward pharmaceutical, surgical and mechanical

solutions could be so strong that traditional techniques having multiple beneficial effects have been

neglected. Actually I can think of legitimate reasons why this particular technique may have fallen

out of favor: excessively hot water can cause burns, and the determination of how much heat is

suitable is highly subjective. An older person would be more sensitive than a younger person, and

there could be variation depending on whether the ambient environment is a hot summer day or

a chilly winter night.

If one is sufficiently cautious on these details, use of a hot towel is a potent support to healing

with few negative impacts.

If I were writing to promote this practice, the blurb might begin, "Imagine if you had a

simple, noninvasive technique that could stimulate circulation in any part of the body, increase

nourishment to help the healing of damaged tissues, facilitate digestion, and stimulate the activity

of other internal organs…"

Returning Home

With the help of the hot towel and foot baths and various skeletal movements that are part of

the Feldenkrais system of awareness enhancement and Functional Integration, Sono’s condition

began to improve. (Functional Integration describes an approach to helping a person improve

their movement skills by breaking a necessary movement such as reaching into component

functions that the person can refine individually and then spontaneously reassemble bringing a

significant—sometimes dramatic—improvement.) The family decided that once her condition was

stable enough to allow it, it would be better that she live or die at home.

We had discussed that it would be better for her to leave the hospital upright in a wheelchair.

Sitting upright would be more dignified, and she would be able to see her surroundings rather than

being humped and bumped along on a stretcher. We had told her of our plan a week prior, giving

her an opportunity to make internal preparations.

Through the final week at the hospital I had been working with her on functions related to
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sitting such as weightbearing through the pelvis and spine. I only sat her up once, the day before

our departure, to be sure it would work the next day.

I chose to leave sitting-related work for after leaving the hospital for several reasons:

• She was still on IV and had a urine catheter, making large movements awkward

• She had no idea how to roll over on her own, a stage that generally precedes sitting in

developmental terms

• The bed had a metal frame exposed just below mattress level that I worried could bump and

injure her legs.

The day for leaving arrived. I helped her to sitting, transferred her to the wheelchair—a

reclining model we selected so she didn’t need to support herself fully. We wheeled her into a

van along with drip and urine bag, and drove her home. The point in time of the introductory

vignette.

More Advice

Now the family was responsible for her IV and other daily care, with home-care nurses visiting

once a week.

We solicited advice from an experienced geriatric nurse. When we discussed use of IV and

feeding tube, she listed a hierarchy of interventions related to feeding:

1. It is best for the person to feed him or herself.

2. If that is not possible, you can help them by putting food in their mouth.

3. If they cannot swallow properly, you can use a feeding tube only at mealtimes, removing it

afterwards. Of course the process of inserting the tube is unpleasant; the person’s permission

and cooperation is needed.

4. Food going through the digestive system stimulates the internal organs to work and therefore

is always preferable to IV nutrition, but if the person can’t swallow and use of a feeding tube is

not practical, an IV can be used as a last resort.Otherwise, no one likes needles; they are painful
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and introduce a risk of injury and infection.

Just as a meal—solid and liquid food typically exceeding 1,000cc in volume—is usually eaten

over a relatively short time of fifteen to thirty minutes, nutrition delivered by a feeding tube should

be provided in a similar time frame so the stomach will feel full. Dragging out the process over one

or two hours would be as frustrating and stressful, she explained, as eating rice a few grains at a

time, waiting a minute between mouthfuls.

On bowel movements: If the person is eating well, bowel movements will return naturally. No

need for laxatives or enemas in early stages after going off IV.

On fluid balance: To ensure the person maintains proper fluid balance—especially important if

the person is on IV—keeping a notebook with a record of fluids in and fluids out for each day will

provide reassurance that the person is not dehydrating. If the person is using a diaper of some kind,

you can subtract the weight of a dry diaper from the wet diaper to determine fluid volume in grams

or cc.

On dehydration: Dehydration in the elderly is a gradual process and symptoms appear long before

the condition is life threatening. The skin becomes dry, and if you pinch together loose skin on the

limbs, the skin sticks to itself for a long time. More severe dehydration brings a faster heartbeat with

a low blood pressure, weakness, and mental confusion. Since dehydration is easily recognized in

the early stages, there is rarely need for emergency care if it is dealt with promptly.

Rule of thumb: "If her vital signs are okay, she’s okay." This simple statement was extremely

helpful to us in that it answered many of the fears about Sono’s well-being that occurred to family

members. Since every family member or health practitioner that visited would bring up some

medical consideration or problem, these questions and the ensuing discussion tended to expand

without limit, filling time that could otherwise be spent relating to Sono in a more personal way.

By magnifying possible health concerns, these ongoing discussions tended to suggest that perhaps

some dramatic external intervention might be required, increasing the likelihood of the family to

consent to a procedure that might otherwise be rejected as potentially dangerous or weakening to

a person whose physical reserves were already deeply depleted. Eventually a hand-lettered sign

with the above statement was displayed prominently to remind and reassure: "If her vital signs are

okay, she’s okay."
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Freedom to Move

After returning home, the first step in Sono’s being able to move more freely was removing the

urine catheter. This was a concern because after two months in place there could have been damage

to the sphincter muscles that control the bladder, causing pain or blockage. Fortunately Sono had

no such problems. Use of a urine catheter as a long-term procedure should be considered with the

risks of tissue damage, infection and loss of bladder control balanced against the convenience for

caregivers. One should also consider the impact of denying a person the possibility of controlling

his or her own functions. The urine catheter works against the person’s independence, pushing

them in the direction of passivity and external control.

Toward Normal Patterns of Eating and Drinking

The next step toward a more normal life for Sono was dealing with her intravenous drip.

Having a tube taped to her chest reduced her freedom to move and to lay on her stomach. The

tube and IV stand complicate the action of coming up to sitting and transferring to and from a

wheelchair. And from a psychological standpoint, anyone coming to see a person with a drip tends

to view the person as ill or an invalid, a conclusion that tends to color their expectations, speech

and interaction.

At that point Sono had not yet demonstrated she could drink fluids or chew and swallow

foods in sufficient amounts to sustain herself. This turned out to be a chicken-and-egg problem: the

large fluid volume and high level of calories she was taking suppressed the appetite and thirst that

would otherwise motivate her to eat and drink on her own. She had been receiving 1400cc of fluid

with 100g of glucose—nearly a quarter-pound of sugar—each day.

Sometimes mistakes are beneficial. Arriving home it was up to the family to manage Sono’s

intravenous nutrition. Due to confusion about adjusting the flow rate, one day she received 700cc

instead of the usual 1400cc over 24 hours. That day she was thirsty and drank eagerly, enough to

demonstrate that she could take sufficient liquids to sustain her life. This satisfied us that her IV

tube could safely be removed. There was still a long learning process.

Although Sono spent a lot of time on her back, drinking in this position she had the highest

chance of coughing, even with her head turned to the right as was her habit. Sono was more likely

to succeed with her torso turned even partly to her right, or when rolled completely to her left.

Part of drinking is dealing with the container that holds the liquid. Initially we had Sono
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drinking from a cup with a screw-on lid and a spout like a teapot. This design, called a suinomi

enables a person to take a drink while lying down. Sono used this kind of cup before her stroke to

drink in bed and it was our goal that she be able to take a drink on her own.

Sono would close her lips around the spout, and then she or her helper would tilt the spout

to bring a slug of water into her mouth. The first problem we faced was timing the fluid to her

swallowing movements—delivering liquid in a way that triggered swallowing as opposed

to choking.

Combining a specific verbal cue ("Okay, here goes!") with tilting of the movement was helpful.

I also practiced timing my action to her breathing; I was advised that swallowing with a full

lungful of air one is less likely to inadvertently inhale fluids, so I timed for delivering liquid at that

moment, briefly but fully tilting the vessel so that she received an unambiguous signal from the

water itself.

Nevertheless, however skilled the caregiver, drinking a cupful of liquid offered many

opportunities for miscues and bouts of coughing. At first I took this outcome as a failure and was

fearful of the risk of her choking.

In the vast majority of situations, however, this sort of miscue is not only recoverable but

productive as well. Coughing serves multiple functions, clearing the windpipe and throat of fluid,

activating the diaphragm, and coordinating the strong muscles attaching to the pelvis, lower back

and torso. Coughing also compresses the abdominal contents, promoting digestive action of the

stomach and intestines, and assisting elimination of the bowels and bladder. On several occasions

that Sono had difficult bowel movements, a sip of water followed by a fit of coughing precipitated

the final actions of elimination.

For two months Sono had been receiving a fixed dosage of nutrients combined with 100g of

sugar per day. This quarter-pounder was not beef but sugar. I had been somewhat concerned about

the effects on her health, but didn’t press the issue, deferring to her doctors and focusing on other

aspects of her care in my advocacy efforts with the family.

In retrospect it seems obvious: a person will not drink if they are not thirsty, will not eat if they

are not hungry. So continually topping up her tank with calories and fluids had the side effect of

eliminating her desire to eat and drink—powerful motivations that induce food seeking behavior

in all mammals, and could have brought her attention to these functions at an earlier stage in
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her recovery.

Soon after returning from the hospital we weighed her. Under the enforced inactivity of the

hospital environment she lost close to 5 kg, dropping from 42 to below 38 kg—10% of her body

weight. The fact that she received "complete" nutrition didn’t help her to maintain her muscle mass.

In fact she became emaciated, as did many other stroke patients receiving similar treatment in the

same ward.

I believe that the mental and physical effort needed to sustain upright posture and to ingest

food and drink are critical to maintaining muscle tone. Probably the sooner a stroke patient can

begin to feel hungry and thirsty and rediscover how to feed themself the better.

The spastic open-jaw pattern, if not directly caused by the feeding tube and throat suctioning

of the standard treatment regimen, was certainly aggravated by these procedures, delaying the

recovery of normal functions of eating and drinking.

Once we established that Sono wouldn’t dehydrate for want of fluids, we needed to establish

that she could tolerate a few days or possibly even a couple weeks with fewer calories while she

learned to eat. With Sono’s understanding and consent we discontinued the high-calorie drip,

substituting saline. Twelve hours later she reported feeling fine; the next morning she still felt

okay—not dizzy or weak.

So rather than simply change the dressing at the IV entry, we decided the time had come to

remove it entirely. That night Sono, her two daughters and I celebrated with a glass of wine—Sono

herself took only a sip. It is hard to describe in words how significant it is—how dramatic the

change in feeling—when a person is liberated from an external dependence such as an IV or

feeding tube. Sono was very happy, congratulating us all for helping her to come home and to begin

to recover her independence.

First Solid Food

We started feeding Sono with oatmeal. Easy to swallow, roughage to assist in bowel

movements, and a strong personal association for Sono: Methodist Christian missionaries had

given Sono meals of oatmeal when she was a college student alone in Osaka, short on funds and

far from home. Sono agreed with our suggestion to start with oatmeal, saying it was the right food

for a convalescing person.

We cooked in raisins, prunes and other dried fruit to encourage bowel movements, added a
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little butter and jam for extra calories and served it with milk.

Within a week she had a bowel movement without the need of the laxatives that had been

used regularly in the hospital. I believe that treatment by altering diet should always be preferred

to using a medicine where possible. On at least one occasion I observed a complete loss of tonus in

Sono’s abdomen following the forced contraction induced by a laxative.

We didn’t pressure her to eat at all. "Just take this food in your mouth. See what it tastes like

and how it feels. Move it around in your mouth. It doesn’t matter if you actually swallow. You can

just spit it out. Of course, you can swallow if you want." A person needs to learn to do both.

We found that Sono had a better chance of swallowing without choking when lying on her

side. But just as it is impossible for a child to learn to stand without falling many times, Sono made

many mistakes in learning to swallow. Several times I had to roll her over when she had trouble

recovering from a failed attempt to swallow. Many hours in the hospital spent familiarizing her

with rolling were helpful when I needed to move her quickly. Her system was ready.

Sono was soon swallowing food and liquids comfortably in side lying, but it took over a

month for her to eat reliably in sitting. Something about the different orientation to gravity made

swallowing in the sitting position difficult for her. She would cough and splutter again and

again, developing a deep bubbling sound as phlegm accumulated at the entrance to her windpipe.

Sometimes we felt it necessary to stop the meal, lie her down on her side and apply a hot towel to

the back of her head to help her clear her airways.

Chewing Actions

Sono was successful eating oatmeal almost immediately, so we assumed that the transition

to firmer foods would come easily. We were mistaken, which we discovered when we observed

such anomalies as Sono trying to chew using her front teeth, or having chewed a mouthful of food

somewhat, not knowing what to do in order to swallow. We needed to clarify her image of the parts

of the mouth and the actions she would use.

Eating solid food consists of several distinct functional actions:

1. biting off a piece of food,

2. moving it to side of the mouth near the cheek
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3. using movements of the jaw to crush the food between the molars

4. holding the food in position with the tongue and cheek muscles while chewing

5. forming the food into a lump (bolus) by the action of the tongue

6. moving the bolus to the rear of the mouth and swallowing

I explained these actions to Sono while she was eating; it helped a bit. At the beginning she

didn’t feel her tongue clearly; it tended to fall backwards in her mouth. I had often reminded her

to lick her lips. Now I encouraged other functions: "Keep your tongue busy; your tongue is like the

policemen who does his rounds in your mouth. Move your tongue around inside your mouth to

find and carry your food."

An underlying problem was that she needed to clarify left and right—in her mouth, with

regard to her torso and limbs, and in the movements of her eyes and head.

To feel her mouth I asked her to touch the upper and lower teeth with her tongue, and to lick

with the tip of the tongue across the upper lip, starting from the familiar right corner toward the

left, and similarly across the lower lip. Eventually she identified the left corner of her mouth with

her tongue. Afterward we noticed much less food remaining in her left cheek and between lips and

teeth on the left where it had tended to accumulate.

A few times I asked her to put her index finger in her mouth and bring out food remaining in

the left cheek. I also tried asking her to explore with her tongue the space between teeth and lips.

Unlocking Sono’s Torso

The chronic tightness in Sono’s system—muscles pulling continuously at their

attachments—presented an obstacle to her learning to move freely. A brain occupied at a high

level of excitation is less available to sense and refine skeletal movements. Tight muscles also

inhibit circulation, reducing nourishment to the stretch receptors that should be reporting on

muscle activity.

I found that Sono could be sleeping, apparently peacefully, yet with her head pulling back

continuously against her pillow. Similarly, while lying on her right side, seemingly at rest, her

right shoulder blade might be held rigid, locked in place by muscles and carrying the weight
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of her upper torso, rather than simply resting against her ribs and sliding in response to her

breathing movements.

With shoulder or neck tight, invariably her ribs were held, too. This chronic contraction was

painful to her; I often faced the scene described at the beginning of this account—Sono rubbing her

chest repetitively and complaining. Even in pain her speech tends toward the dramatic: "My chest

hurts. I think it’s my heart. This is the end. Sayonara. I’ll look after you from the other world."

Sono tended to hold her right shoulder blade especially tightly, scarcely responding to the

suggestions of my hands. She typically held the shoulder forward in extreme with the collar bone

and pectoral muscles lifted high above the ribs. She would also be looking right, her chin near

her right shoulder. Any attempt at retracting or sliding the scapula toward the spine met huge

opposition. This rigidity spread through her ribs, thoracic spine and neck, making it difficult for her

to roll to the side, even to face to the left. It has taken the longest time for Sono to begin to move her

right scapula freely. A year and half after her stroke, she is just beginning to feel how, from lying on

her left side, the turning of her head and retracting of her right scapula can turn her ribs, she can

voluntarily initiate a return to her back.

In the months following the stroke, especially after she had left the hospital, I was working

hard to figure out how to get even a slight range of movement in her upper torso. By starting with

the left scapula, I found I could influence the head, neck vertebra, ribs, etc. to give a little. After a

while, I could then move the back of her head toward the left shoulder (extension) and bring the left

shoulder toward the back of the head. Moving her head backwards in the direction her extensors

already tended to work would reduce their activity. This tended to free the flexors as well so that

her head became more able to move.

I also worked with the relation between the two shoulder blades across her upper spine and

ribs in the back. Retracting the left scapula would allow me to slide the right scapula further

forward. I could then reverse the direction, sliding the left scapula forward while helping her right

scapula to retract.

Another way to begin to get a ’yes’ from her system was by moving her head and shoulder

girdle to the right in the direction of side bending. By bringing the ribs together on the right, the

intercostal muscles could relax, permitting enough movement of the ribs to allow the torso to twist

and her head and shoulders to turn.
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Sometimes when I couldn’t get much response by moving the bones, I found I could talk to

the neck vertebrae and their supporting muscles by touching her scalp, by pulling it in various

directions, by listening to where and how easily it would yield. This would communicate with the

neck indirectly, so that I could influence the muscles without antagonizing them.

Many lessons involved differentiating Sono’s ribs and vertebra, supporting her torso on one

side and moving ribs, vertebrae and sternum on the other side.

I often directed the lessons toward rolling Sono onto her side, and further toward her stomach.

Rolling was limited in either direction as eventually the weight of her torso would come onto

her arm.

Those rare times that I made an effort to bring the lower arm across her front so that she could

lay fully on her stomach met with fearful, complaining opposition. Somehow there wasn’t room to

pass the arm underneath; either it was pinned painfully, or didn’t bend the way it needed to bend,

or if the right arm, was fighting to straighten and suddenly I was stuck supporting her entire weight

with my one arm while trying to figure out how to move a tight-frightened arm to a safe place.

These episodes left the practitioner with a strained back and a guilty conscience as he listened

to Sono either enumerating her discomforts, or withdrawn into silence and staring blankly

into space.

One thing I learned from bringing Sono toward her stomach was that she didn’t know how to

move her head forward and rest her forehead on the bed. She would continue fearfully lifting her

head by strongly shortening the neck.

Lying on her side has helped Sono to sense herself. Rolling onto her left side would put

pressure over that side, helping her establish a proprioceptive sense of those body parts. Rolling

onto her right side would bring her weight over the limbs on the right, signaling to those parts to

let go and accept the weight from above.

But her neck often stayed extended. If, after rolling her to the left, I saw her head pulled back,

I would ask her to bring her palm to touch her forehead. This movement would encourage her to

bend her head forward, lengthening and relieving her neck.

Sono needed many lessons for the right hand to feel free to touch her head. Even a year and half

after the stroke, she needs to be reminded that she can move her elbow while her palm rests against

her forehead. Learning to move the elbow inward and outward in this position, and connecting to
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the right knee moving inward and outward, I was able to guide Sono to movements approaching

voluntary rolling.

The Practitioner Gets Stuck

Although I had been successful in helping Sono to regain sufficient use of herself to eat while

sitting and to recognize her body parts on the left as well as the right, there was a period of a couple

months, starting about five months after her stroke and three months after leaving the hospital

during which I seemed incapable of relieving the painful tightness that now seemed to imprison

her torso and limit her neck movement. I found I might work with her for an hour and a half with

little result but a stream of sweat from my own forehead. I couldn’t seem to reach her by doing

small movements, and bigger movements only triggered a protective response, needing still more

work to try to undo.

And Sono was still uncomfortable, neck short, head pulled against the pillow, chest tight, eyes

looking blankly into space. I was frustrated and discouraged.

Not only that, I observed myself feeling angry with Sono that she wasn’t responding—a

feeling that signaled to me that something was wrong with my attitude and approach.

Fortunately for Sono, I was able to find another practitioner willing to work with her over

a number of days. With Sono laying on her back, I watched as he supported her head for several

minutes supporting without trying to change the relationship of her head and neck. Eventually she

began to respond, her system softening.

Watching him work with her, I realized that the accumulated strain participating in Sono’s

daily care had raised my level of personal discomfort so high as to interfere with providing the

supportive and listening touch needed for her system to let go.

With the help of a couple of lessons for myself from this same practitioner, my own comfort

improved, enabling me to give Sono more patient, sensibly paced lessons.

Hand to Mouth, Cheek, Forehead, Temple

For Sono to regain use of her arms, it would be necessary—one of my mentors had advised

me—for her hand to come to the mouth and for her to suck on her fingers. With Sono this was

difficult as contact between her fingers and mouth would often trigger a wide-open mouth with

tight neck and her tongue disappearing in the back of her mouth. It was months of work, taking

opportunities as they appeared, before she became comfortable enough to touch her mouth and the
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various parts of her face and head, and to feed herself with fingers rather than chopsticks.

Eventually her hand and face became more familiar to each other. It seemed like a huge step

when one day while she was sitting I saw her support her cheek on her palm with her elbow on the

armrest. Now she commonly rests her head this way.

Some Thoughts on Exercising Authority In theory the Feldenkrais work is entirely consensual.

The practioner’s own system is calm, his manner reassuring, his language friendly, honest, direct,

encouraging. He is sensitive to any signs of discomfort in his clients such as holding in the mouth

and jaw, interruptions in breathing, and immediately responds to any verbal complaint. He should

be sensitive and observant enough that he can detect increasing discomfort in his client and change

his approach so should never hear a verbal complaint from his client.

In my year and a half working with Nishi Sono, I found that in practice my actions diverged

significantly from this ideal. In general I tried to ensure that all my work with Sono was consensual;

however in situations where I had become task-oriented rather than process-oriented I did not

always listen to warning signs of discomfort. As, for example, some instances when I decided

that now it is time for her to sit up or roll over. Not only decided, but not sufficiently willing to

compromise when my hands felt that her skeleton was not readily following my lead. Perhaps this

extra physical assertiveness on my part was a consequence of some overlap between the role of

a Feldenkrais practitioner whose only task is to teach and that of a caregiver with a particular job

to do.

Another ambiguous situation is this: what if she is asleep at the end of a long session of

differentiating her ribs and spine that enable her to twist and roll freely?

If I leave her to rest, the new learnings will typically dissolve away as the impressions of the

movements I have done with her are gradually overwritten by the continuing forces of gravity

pushing her body against the bed and her usual pattern of supporting her against these forces.

Do I wake her by bringing her to sitting so that she can feel her skeleton support her vertically

in gravity? Even if this means suprising her, quite likely evoking fear and stiffness? Is this okay if,

after sitting her up, I ask her to do a few movements and she relaxes?

When I bring her up to sitting in preparation for a meal, typically her first response to finding

herself sitting is to say, "I’d like to lay down for a minute." And so it’s up to my subjective judgment

whether to let her back down to stay, let her back down for a minute and bring her up again, or try
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to get her comfortable enough to shift to her wheelchair.

On arriving in a seated position Sono typically tightens her right arm to support herself with

her fingertips and tightens the extensors in her right leg. So when I bring her to sit I almost always

ask her to slide her palm on her right leg, down past the knee, invoking flexion to bring the weight

of her torso over her pelvis. Another aid is asking her to put her foot flat on the floor with the heel

down (she tends to have the heel lifted) and asking her to pivot on heel or ball of her foot or slide

the foot on the floor to help feel the functional possibilities of her leg. Another is to ask her to hold

her thigh from underneath and lift her leg, which also tends to bring her torso forward. Moving her

leg functionally helps to displace the spastic contraction to which it is subject.

Dental Care

Sono was rushed to the hospital when her stroke occurred, initiating a flurry of activity to save

her life. Although it may seem hard to believe, the drama of her changing consciousness and other

symptoms was so involving that neither family members (with some nine doctors among them)

nor the attending physicians, nor the hospital nurses, nor the extra nurse hired by the family to keep

watch, nor this author had the presence of mind to clean her teeth: a month after her stroke, scraps

from her last meal were still in her mouth, packed between her teeth and under her bridge, bringing

decay in teeth that had been robust for nearly a century.

Dental hygiene has an important connection to a person’s self-image. It provides an

opportunity for the her to feel the teeth and gums, to move the tongue to enable cleaning, to feel

the relation of lips, tongue, teeth and jaw. The act of caring for a person’s teeth, or a person caring

for her own teeth, also expresses a belief and a faith that the person will be using their mouth to

eat, to speak, and to come face-to-face with others; a faith that the person will live long enough that

healthy teeth and gums will be of service to them.

So just as keeping a person’s face and body, nose and ears clean can contribute to their

self-image and increase the likelihood of positive emotional responses among visitors, so dental

care is also important.

Sono’s teeth and gums had been healthy all her life and she rarely needed care, however after

surgery for colon cancer some five years before her stroke she had left some cavities untreated and

was less careful in cleaning her teeth.

Once Sono had returned home, we began addressing her dental health issues. We were
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fortunate to find a dentist who made house calls, was experienced working with the elderly, and

sensible in prioritizing and treating her dental problems.

After building her trust through a couple of visits to clean her teeth and take X-rays, he began

drilling and filling her cavities. Initially I was giving Sono a Functional Integration lesson before

each of the dentist’s visits to help her be able to receive treatment without triggering the spastic

syndrome of open mouth, short neck, upward, unfocused vision, and presumably accompanying

fear and discomfort.

Because she tended to hold her mouth fully and tightly open or fully closed without an

intermediate position available, I was concerned about her straining, knowing that her neck

would also be involved. I asked the dentist to pause every few minutes to give her a chance to

close and rest her mouth—which she needed prompting to remember. I also encouraged the

dentist and hygienist to work from a position where she could see them looking downward: any

movement above her head would tend to attract her attention and trigger the upward-looking and

mouth-opening syndrome.

Over time this has been less of a problem; Sono now closes her mouth anytime the hygienist

removes her hands.

The dentist started by filling cavities in the upper jaw, where dental work is more easily

tolerated since compared to the lower jaw, the skull is more strongly supported against the grinding

and scraping forces of the dentist’s tools on the teeth.

In later visits, the dentist filled both sides of all of her lower front teeth. As a result of his

removing the decayed matter down to gumline and below, her teeth were much easier to clean.

With regular daily care including brushing with a soft toothbrush and cleaning between her teeth

with inter-dental brushes, her gums have become pink, relatively firm and healthy.

The dentist explained to us that saliva—which is secreted by all the mucous membranes in

the mouth, not just the saliva glands—is responsible for protecting the teeth and gums against

microbes. Chewing one’s food increases saliva secretions, so that if a stroke and subsequent

medical care prevents this mandible action, the teeth and gums risk accelerated damage.

For this reason, he told us, introducing food directly to the stomach via feeding tube or

stomach port over a long period risks severe damage to oral health. Infections around the gums

and teeth can then enter the bloodstream, leading to more serious complications.
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The dentist gave us several recommendations for Sono’s oral hygiene. Wiping the teeth and

gums with a thin wet cloth (or using wet tissues marketed specifically for oral hygiene) he said, was

as important as brushing, or even a substitute. Wiping the fabric gently over the gums stimulates

them to secrete the saliva that keeps them clean and healthy. It is also important to clean between

the teeth, for which he recommended the small brushes recently available for this specific purpose.

The most important function of this brush is to stimulate the gums, for which it is sufficient to softly

introduce the brush into the gap and softly remove it: scrubbing movements are not necessary and

may injure the gums, especially if the gums are soft. For the same reason of protecting the gums,

the regular toothbrush should be with a soft bristles as are available.

In discussions with the dentist, I learned some of the unique aspects of dental care of the

elderly that may be relevant to include here.

Cavities generally become painful as the decay expands inward toward the nerves in the

core of the tooth. In the case of the elderly, however, the hollow core of the tooth containing the

nerves and blood supply gradually fills in with a hard dentinlike material so that, over the years,

the root becomes thinner placing the nerves farther from decay sites. This means that even deep

intrusions of decay may cause little or no pain, and the dentist can also drill deeply into the tooth

without breaking through to the tooth’s central core and blood supply and using only moderate

local anesthetic.

As a result, conventional filling may be appropriate for the elderly in cases that a younger

patient with similar decay would almost certainly require removal of the nerve or extraction of the

entire tooth.

Milestones: a List

I would typically notice a functional behavior for the first time in dramatic circumstances.

In one of the early days after her IV was removed, for example, she held and sipped from a

wine glass. Although this exceptional performance suprised us all and encouraged our hopes for

her, it turned out she needed to learn a great deal more over weeks or months for the behavior to

become routine.

Similarly, she performed remarkably well in her first meal seated at a table. In her first reach

with chopsticks, she plucked a single grain of rice from the plate and brought it effortlessly to her

mouth. She then struggled for the rest of the meal, finding it difficult to support herself.
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It was a milestone of achievement, but not yet a routine ability. Her mastery at mealtimes has

improved over time as individual components of the various acts of eating have improved. We

can credit most of the improvement to her learning, but sometimes the environment itself makes

a dramatic change. For example, her ability to sit at a table and eat improved dramatically after a

simple change to her wheelchair: stiffening the seat with several layers of glued cardboard. The

firm seat helped Sono sit more upright.

Here in approximate order, is a list of some of Sono’s significant milestone achievements

that may not have had other mention here. Many were initially achieved with the help of

verbal prompting.

• Resting weight on her palm through a straight arm. After returning home, when Sono first

began sitting at the edge of her bed, if she rested her right hand on the bed beside her, her arm

would typically stiffen. If I asked her to bend it, she further straightened it, locking the elbow.

Clearly the choice to bend was absent from her body image. To incorporate this possibility into

her image, I asked her to rest the back of her hand on the bed. In this position, pushing her to

the right would cause her torso to side bend to her right, her weight then bending her right arm

until her elbow contacted the bed, supporting the weight of her torso. I then invite her back to

vertical, allowing the arm to straighten with the back of the hand still in contact with the bed.

After getting used to this, she learned to do a similar bending of the elbow while resting her

hand palm down.

• Grabbing noodles or other foods hanging out from her mouth with chopsticks and bring them

wholly into her mouth

• Leaning forward to bring her mouth near a bowl of noodles or other food that needs a short

trip to the mouth

• Sucking a noodle into her mouth, or sipping a hot drink from a cup that she holds herself

• Picking up a cup by pinching a solid handle with her thumb and index finger, putting her index

finger through a loop-shaped handle, holding a teacup by the rim, or by wrapping her hand

around the teacup’s body
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• Resting her right elbow on the padded armrest of her wheelchair to stabilize herself while

moving the hand and forearm to feed herself

• Lifting her elbow from the armrest to extend her reach to something distant

• Bending her wrist to bring her chopsticks to her lips

• Lifting her pelvis with her leg to bring her hand underneath the buttock, or to assist a helper

in changing her clothing

• Placing her palm on various parts of her face and head

• Picking up an item of food that has fallen into her lap

• Lifting her right foot by rotating the hip joint while lying on left side

• Placing her foot in a helpful, standing position as she rolls from her left side to her back

• Looking at her place setting (five or six small dishes) and taking her first mouthful from a plate

on the left side

In general, her progress was of the three-steps forward, two-steps back variety: she would

show us a new ability once or twice, but then it might take practice over weeks or months to be a

regular and spontaneous part of her life activity.

This led to some negative consequences when I would make assumptions of her abilities based

on a couple of isolated successes.

For example, after successes in rolling where her ribs and spine turned smoothly, I would tend

to presume that she had learned this, and next time she would be ready and able to roll again. Such

presumptions were often mistaken, her verbal protestations then prompting me to listen to her

movements more carefully.

Working with the Left Side

If nerves operating Sono’s left arm and leg are damaged beyone repair, what need is there to

work with these limbs?

I’ve already written about the value to her sense of self of having both left and right sides in
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her body image—it seems to be related to being able to make many other distinctions, among them

the ability to sense and direct movements of the head and eyes.

Further, Sono may not be able to use her left arm or leg voluntarily, but these limbs still

serve her. Quite likely at least some signals from the stretch receptors in the muscles and from the

pressure sensors in the bones of the left limbs will reach her brain. Movements using these limbs

are needed for her brain to sense her whole body, and to maintain sufficient circulation to these

extremities. In practice, one can observe that for Sono, the pressure transmitted through her left

leg helps her to sense and balance herself in a sitting position. Similarly, resting her left palm and

forearm on the table when she sits to eat can help her feel how to keep her torso upright.

Voluntary control of her arm and leg imply a loop where muscular activity causes sense-able

changes that guide further muscular activity. So that although the medical prognosis may be poor,

it seems reasonable to me that contractions in the arm and leg muscles that may be medically

categorized as reflexes—such as are typically triggered by Sono’s yawning or coughing—may by

creating new sensations in the stretch and pressure receptors lead to a new sense of movement and

of the possibilities for voluntary control.

Subjectively, when I move the bones of her left fingers nearest the knuckles and within the

palm, I feel a response in her arm and shoulder, as though the hand is living, as though Sono is able

to feel the entire arm, as though the arm is ready to function voluntarily.

In movements with her left arm like those of conducting an orchestra I can feel the personality

of the arm, that is, how Sono’s system combines movements of rotating and bending her arm.

Perhaps she would benefit by more time with the left hand’s fingers near her mouth. I bring

the hand close to her mouth, let her see the hand, let her feel the heat of her breath on the fingers.

Perhaps I could more actively encourage her to suck on the fingers. One obstacle is that her nails

are very tightly curled, and because they are difficult to cut, edges remain that are unpleasant for

her to feel against her lips or tongue. I hesitate to place something that feels like a foreign object in

her mouth.

Evaluating Areas of Progress and Regress

The muscles and neurological associations that constitute our abilities are maintained by

regular functional activity. Retaining a baseline of functional activity is especially important in an

elderly person and I believe primary to recovering abilities following a stroke.
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For the two months that Sono spent in the hospital, she was largely immobilized as a

consequence of her treatment. While the treatment might be judged a success, this lengthy period

also represents an opportunity cost as the long inactivity led to severe muscle wasting and missed

chances to learn by moving.

The life-sustaining activities of someone with marginal incentive to move and explore her

world will tend to be depressed by invasive physical restraints. Intravenous nutrition suppresses

hunger and thirst, among the strongest of human motivations to act.

Despite such restrictions, Sono has managed to engage in activities bringing back significant

mental and physical abilities.

The learning-oriented movement work we have done together seems to have contributed

substantially to her recovery as evidenced in several ways.

The most important has been the subjective evaluation of herself and her family, especially

her visible interest in relating to others, and her active involvement in her own eating, drinking,

and elimination.

Another has been that the milestones that have developed out of the intentional, functional

process of working together. At least to one who has worked with her personally, it is clear that

these achievements were deliberate and structured work; they did not come spontaneously out

of nowhere.

A third way to judge her achievement is that her ongoing recovery is a marked contrast

with the stagnation and decline widely experienced by other elderly stroke patients receiving

conventional care with limited movement work.

A fourth window on appreciating Sono’s achievements is provided by the ’control’ periods

during which she did not have the benefit of regular Functional Integration work. I would typically

arrive after absences ranging from two weeks to three months, and would immediately recognize

improvements and declines in her abilities that had occurred over that period.

After one such absence, I noted that the grip of her right hand was markedly weaker;

moreover, I saw she was using only the thumb and forefinger, leaving the others limp. With a

combination of verbal encouragement to use all five fingers, providing her more tasks demanding

full use of the hand (such as lifting a fullsize teacup without a handle at mealtimes) and mutual

holding and squeezing of hands, she has regained substantial functional use of her hand.
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Another ability she lost was to push with the palm of the hand. That, too, has come back to

some extent by deliberate practice of pushing her palm against palm.

Some abilities were slow to recover because I didn’t immediately observe their loss or her need

for that particular function. For example, I watched her wiggle her toes for months and months

without realizing that she had no concept of moving her ankle. And for months I took her failure

to touch her mouth and face as an aesthetic preference rather than the functional limitation it was.

Conclusions, Measures of Success

Despite significant limitations, Sono has recovered several of the most central and richest

functions in her life: her ability to recognize family and friends, to enjoy good food, good company

and good conversation, and to play games.

Although needing help to come to sitting, she remains upright and is able to bend herself

toward her food, eating with fingers, fork, spoon or chopsticks as appropriate and dealing with

foods of many different textures. Early on in her relearning process she declared her passion for

gustatory pleasures, telling visitors, "Bring me delicious foods, the special foods of any place and

any season." This passion appears to have facilitated her healing process.

That she has not learned to roll from supine to sidelying is somewhat of a surprise. She can be

perched in between and, with a slight move of her leg, either drop onto her side or snap quickly

onto her back. The latter option is commonly available to her the former only rarely, although she

continues to progress.

If she is uncomfortable in lying on her back, she has a few choices: to stand her right leg, to rest

the leg bent with knee outwards, to lift her pelvis, to roll her head slightly, to look up and down,

right and left, and also, to ask for help. Another possibility—more an attractor than a choice—is to

straighten her right leg tightening and holding her extensors.

Being unable to roll seems not from want of opportunity. Even placing triangular prism

shaped cushions under her right buttock and head/shoulder to bias her toward the left already, she

can only rarely integrate the many component movements of rolling left:

• looking left

• rolling her head left
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• sliding her right shoulder blade forward to lengthen her right arm to the left

• rolling her pelvis left by pushing off with the right foot, right thigh extending relative

to pelvis

• flexing the right thigh, pelvis, torso and head to enable the right leg across the midline to where

it can serve as a lever in gravity

With her bias toward extending the neck and right leg, and toward adducting the right thigh

in preference to abducting (rotating the knee outward preferentially to inward), the last component

in which flexion plays the major role less clear to her. Conversely, she can roll from her left side to

her back in some circumstances.

Recent work with her related to sliding the shoulder blade forward and retracting it toward her

spine has made rolling generally more available to her system, reducing the work of a caregiver.

I would like her to be able to bring her right knee towards her chest as she lies on her left side,

and to lengthen the leg in this position to push off and thrust herself forward. This movement is a

key component of crawling, yet still not available to her: she does not think to do it herself, although

shows some response when prompted by touch and verbal request.

Her right arm no longer has its viselike grip, but she can use it in many functional activities.

She can wipe her face with a washcloth, feed herself in many ways, bring a full teacup to her lips

and drink while her elbow points downward, lay down her chopsticks to wipe her mouth or nose

with a napkin and resume eating.

At one time her arm was strong enough to pull up a blanket, straighten her pajamas (as she

did compulsively in the early days of her recovery) or as we discovered one morning three months

after her stroke, pull out a wet urine pad from between her legs and toss it on the floor.

Her right leg is strong enough to lift her pelvis and to push. It helps her to balance her torso

in sitting. She can slide the sole of her foot on the floor, and pivot on the ball or heel. She can kick

a ball.

If her leg lies straight on the bed for a time, the leg extensors tighten and she complains of

pain, although she sometimes helps herself by bringing the leg to standing and moving the

knee outward.
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If I could ask for two improvements, they would be for her to be able to deliberately lift her

head forward while lying on her back or side, invoking the pattern of flexion, and to be able to sense

and deliberately move her right ankle. Typically I will see her wiggling the toes of her right foot

while the ankle is relatively limp and apparently absent from her body image.

Equipment

Bed

For most of her life, Sono slept on a futon, a thin mattress laid out nightly over tatami mats.

For the past ten years or so, she has slept on a raised bed with a futon laid over a solid platform.

For the first month on coming home from the hospital, Sono spent her time on a Feldenkrais

table softened by extra mats yet firm enough to give proprioceptive feedback.

Her family decided to rent an electrically operated bed to reduce the burden on the caregivers.

Many kinds of beds are available, including costly models that automatically roll the person from

side to side.

In initial discussions with a geriatric nurse, we were advised that the automatic rolling

beds, being mechanical in nature, were insufficiently accommodating to be comfortable or safe to

the occupant.

We ended up selecting a relatively simple model consisting of a thin, firm mattress over a rigid

plastic base with motor-driven functions to raise the head and torso, to raise the legs, and to elevate

the entire platform.

No siderails were deemed necessary because Sono doesn’t roll or even wiggle on her own.

Without rails, her right leg is subject to slipping off the side of the bed, but there are no hard edges

to injure her. In the worst case, her leg hangs down until she is uncomfortable enough to request

assistance—and someone is always nearby.

Rails have the additional effect of creating a barrier between Sono and her visitors, and of

impressing on visitors the idea that she is an invalid. We removed the headboard and footboard to

improve her ability to see and relate to people around her.

Any motor-driven support brings a risk to the person since the motor—which is far stronger

than any occupant—cannot judge if the person is ready to move. In Sono’s case, while lying supine

her neck often tends to shorten, activating extensor muscles in her back and down to her pelvis
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and leg. Raising her torso in this condition would mean forcing her into flexion against extensor

muscles unprepared to lengthen. The result would be to tear at these muscles and compress her

spine—effects both painful and dangerous. This was especially a concern in her first few months

at home. The function for tilting up Sono’s torso also risks straining her ribs and neck if operated

when she is lying on her side.

Another concern is that if the bed is used to raise her torso or legs, she may be left in that

position for an indefinite period; typically when one person raises her up and then leaves. Further,

if someone attempts to roll Sono to the side while the bed is not flat, there can be unexpected stresses

on her neck, back and legs.

To minimize these risks, I’ve asked all her caregivers to use only the torso-tilt-up function, to

tilt her up only when she is lying on her back, and even then to raise her a slight amount and for a

limited time.

Although the bed is convenient, I worry that anyone may end up inadvertently hurting Sono

by pushing a button if they are not aware of these concerns. In a contest between a 93-old physically

challenged woman and a motor-driven bed, the bed will always win.

Home Suction Unit

We rented this unit to be able to clear phlegm from Sono’s windpipe in an emergency, but over

16 months since leaving the hospital we have not used it even once. If we hear fluid gurgling in her

windpipe during a meal, we can help her by interrupting her meal for a few minutes. She herself

will often stop eating. In a more serious instance where the sound is deep and she isn’t breathing

well, it is usually enough simply to put her to bed lying on her side.

Using a hot towel behind her head was very useful in helping her bring up these fluids in the

early months. Lately we rely on it less, having more confidence in her ability to clear her airways.

The suction unit might be useful in an emergency, but certainly is no substitute for practical

manual skills, and for observing her carefully.

If she is seated at a table feeding herself, Sono generally eats slowly enough and with sufficient

pauses to bring up any fluids accumulating at the top of her windpipe. There is more concern

if a helper is putting food in her mouth: that they may continue to feed her when she should

be coughing.

Pillows and Cushions
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Traditionally pillows in Japan are filled with buckwheat hulls that provide firm support and

allow air circulation. Although comfortable, they take the shape of the head therefore tending to

restrict rolling movement of the head.

For Sono’s head we currently use a soft, thick cotton towel folded and laid over foam pads.This

allows her to roll her head to see things around her. Moving as little as she does, we want to give

her every opportunity.

If I ask her if she would like to shift from her back to her left side, she often responds by rolling

her head and eyes to the left, her way of saying "yes."

Since Sono’s back tends to round while sitting, when she first lies supine it helps her to have a

slightly higher pillow. During the early months after coming home this was especially important,

since it was an opportunity to encourage her head and neck to come forward in the direction of

flexion. As her spine started to flatten against the bed, we would remove a foam pad to reduce the

height of her head accordingly.

Sometimes it was necessary to remove the pillow entirely. If she was pulling her head

backwards, her system needed to know "this is the floor; this is long" for her neck (and therefore all

other extensors) to let go.

As recently as the last couple months I found that Sono still needs to clarify what is up and

down in relation to her head and eyes.

While lying supine, her head on foam pads. "Look up toward your forehead and then

down toward your feet. Is the back of your neck longer looking up or when looking down?"

(Looking up.) "Okay now, look up with your eyes and down to your feet again, and tell me looking

which way is your head heavier?" (Looking up.) "And looking which way is your head lighter?"

(Looking down.)

We have done some practice along this line, but with her strong bias to shorten her neck in

back, she tends to do so in many situations where I would think that lengthening the neck would

be preferable.

At the conclusion of rolling to her left side, I bring her right hand to touch her cheek or

forehead, which inevitably causes her to flex her head forward, the strong muscles in the back of

her neck softening to the touch.

We have some triangular prism shaped cushions for medical use that we use—one under
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the head and right shoulder, one under the right side of the pelvis—to bias her toward the left in

preparation for rolling to her side.

For supporting her back while she lies on her side, we typically use a buckwheat-hull pillow

and/or a blanket rolled up around two-inch foam core to a diameter of about six inches.

We have some variations on the traditional pillow that are helpful in some instances: One is

filled with styrofoam beads. Because it is so light, I can use it between her legs while she lies on her

side. It is also convenient to use under her knees while lying on her back. Another pillow is filled

with hard charcoal pellets. It is heavy and firm. We’ve found it too hard for under her head, but its

weight is sometimes useful as a support for her back in sidelying, or as a brace behind another roller

or pillow.

Balls and Other Toys

"A ball is the best toy for a dog or human." So said one of my teachers at an advanced training

after using a ball to play catch with a ten-year-old working on her motor skills at the conclusion of

FI. She used this game to help the girl integrate gross motor skills prior to some fine-motor exercises

with pen and paper.

We offered to play catch with Sono when she was supported in sitting on the edge of her bed.

It has proven to be one of her favorite activities. If you bounce the ball to her, she will bounce it

back; if you throw it to her, she throws it back. It is not only entertaining for her, not only exercise,

it trains her vision, balance, timing, coordination. When Sono plays ball she is intensely focused.

Her reflexes are astonishingly fast, her arm darting out to catch a throw that is wide to the right.

When supporting her, I typically prompt her to lean back as she catches the ball and lean

forward as she throws it, helping her to integrate use of her right leg and torso with throwing

motions.

Paper balloons are a popular children’s toy, and travel more slowly through the air than a ball.

The balloon can be hit with an open hand or a foam racket.

Sono also enjoys a ring-toss game, the all-age favorite paper-scissors-rock, and simple games

of rolling dice.

Interacting with Others

Each of the health professionals working with Sono have brought various skills and experience
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and provide important opportunities for Sono to interact with others. Especially valuable among

them has been a team that brings a portable bath to her bedside. She seems invigorated by this

weekly ritual. If I walk in at the conclusion of a session, I often hear Sono’s strong rasping voice

followed by peals of laughter as these "service" personnel accept the return of Sono’s entertaining

good humor.

Having devoted so many words to Sono’s recovery, perhaps there can be room to hear how

she speaks about herself, and how she relates to others.

After her bath, the nurse who comes with the team is making conversation: "What were you

like as a child?"

Girls were tougher then. We were tougher than the boys. There would be a group of us and

we’d call at boys and taunt them, "Hey, come over here! Are you scared of us?" We were

stronger and could outrun them, too. I was number one, in sports as well as in studies.

I was always getting into some kind of trouble but everyone in the school just adored

me. The teacher would call out to me saying, Sono! Sono! And I would say "What?" He

would say "Sono, you are outstanding. You are head and shoulders above everyone!" And

I was like, "What are you talking about?" I never thought of myself like that. The girls

would call my name, "Sono-chan! Sono-chan!. What are you doing today?" And I would

say I was going to the park, and they would say, "Can we go with you?" Like I was a

pop idol.

Sono has an art of timing her speech, like a natural comedian. Often the things she says are

profoundly heart-warming and teasing at the same time.

One morning I was surprised to hear her ask me, "What kind of old man will you be?" I didn’t

have an answer. "Will you be the type of old man that the children will run around and say, Hi

Grampy! Where are you going? Can we go with you? Will you be that kind of appealing old man?

Yes, that’s the kind of old man I think you’ll be."

An old-time country cleverness shows up when Sono banters with a friend from the same

state, Oita, on the island of Kyushu. Hirano is an old-school massage therapist who works for a

major hotel. The two natural humorists find a country pleasure in friendly sly compliments artfully
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declined and repeated again in needling goodwill. The one telling the other you look young,

exhorting that the other will probably make a lot of money, jockeying in verbal entertainment.

Sono’s care manager, the former nurse who handles all Sono’s insurance paperwork and

schedules her various helpers, comes to visit once a month. Sitting at Sono’s bedside after business

is taken care of, she is encouraging Sono to put on weight. She is warm, good-natured, a good

businesswoman, full in face and girth.

"Try to see if you can eat some more and fill out a bit."

"I’m already fat. I eat too much."

There is built-in ironic humor hearing this from Sono, who weighs about 75 pounds.

"Really, I think you should eat a little more. Me, I want to lose some weight. Every summer I

gain a few kilos, whether I want to or not. But you should try to put on some weight."

"You are beautiful as you are. If you lose weight, you’ll won’t be as attractive. You’ll be

busaiku [ugly]."

"I really want to lose some weight."

"Then you’ll be busaiku. If you lose weight you’ll be ugly. You’re beautiful."

Sono persists with this line of conversation, using the words of praise and deliciously

enunciated insult, the latter word’s dark power emasculated by the hypothetical if . Sono’s care

manager starts to flush, her self esteem boosted by the warmth and curious compliments of her

aged client.

"I should be paying her," she says as she walks toward the door, "I always feel so much better

on leaving than when I arrive."

***

Although Sono complains about the hardships she has put up with, a stern childhood and a life

of sacrificing her own feelings to care for her family, it is evident that she has responded creatively,

idiosyncratically all her life, building herself into a strong personality and clear communicator.

With well-timed words, dramatic facial expressions, and meaningful gestures of her bony hand,

Sono continues to project herself warmly, forcefully and humorously into the lives of her family

and friends. Having recovered enough to take substantial charge of herself, her life continues to be

worth living.
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Afterword

All stories have to come to an end. Sono lived nearly three years following her stroke,

expressing herself joyfully and without inhibition in ways she had never felt free to do in her adult

life. She died by choking on food when in the care of someone unfamiliar with her ways, a person

who was unprepared to roll Sono over to the left onto her stomach—our usual response when food

got caught in her airways. We didn’t blame the person: Sono had had several close calls before. At

the time of her death she had all but given up sitting up to eat and when she did she could barely

hold her chopsticks.

Although weakened, Sono’s right hand was still useful: she used it to gesture, to scratch her

head and—when seated on the edge of her bed by the O.T.—to throw and catch a ball.

Her learning had continued. After months and years of work together, she learned to roll from

left side to her back. She developed a clear enough sense of herself to point which way she would

like to go when I asked if she would like to change position. If we needed to change her pajamas,

we could ask her to lift her pelvis using her right leg.

Sono made the best of her limited physical abilities. Always pleasant to be with, funny, kind

and gracious, she remained firmly in command of herself until the end.

February 2007, Osaka, Japan
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